




After Zoology, where you showed a woman with a tail, in 
Jumpman you talk about a boy who feels no pain. Why are 
you interested in people who stand out like this and are 
often rejected by others as a result? 

I am always interested in extraordinary, unusual characters 
in cinema. People who are different from most of us or have 
some special characteristics, which make them unique. They are 
the ones that change our reality. For me, Denis [played by Denis 
Vlasenko] and the woman with the tail in Zoology can be viewed 
as very different forms of grotesque. Mostly because these are 
two very different stories which touch upon two very different 
types of problems haunting our society. 

One could say that Denis doesn’t feel pain because he 
belongs to a generation born during a certain political period, 
under a certain president. These kids tend to distance themselves 
from any aspects of social and political life. In the meantime, the 
society has taught them how not to take any moral responsibility 
for their actions. In other words, a son of a police officer or a 
government official knows perfectly well that his father is taking 
bribes, but he doesn’t blame him for it – it’s just a part of their 
lifestyle. For them, behaviour like that is just a natural course  
of action. 

Denis uses his unusual “skill” to jump in front of driving 
cars, in order to scam people for money. Such cases have 
already been quite well documented in Russia. What drew 
your attention to it?

The concept of such scams and of people jumping in 
front of the cars comes from the material I was gathering for my 
documentary. According to my research, they are quite common 
– and not just in Russia by the way. But I realised that if I would 
decide to make a documentary about it, I could never really 
show it. Here, I used this set up as the basis for my story, but 
then of course it all went much further. In this film, I am trying to 
understand how today’s world is reflected in our society. 

You start the film with a scene that’s quite difficult to 
watch – a mother leaves her child in a so-called baby box 
in the middle of nowhere. How often do people abandon 
their kids like that?

Baby boxes were created because of too many deadly 
incidents. Mothers were trying to abandon their children under 
very different circumstances. They would just leave them out 
in the cold, throw them in the garbage… So on one hand, baby 
boxes have a positive social function – at least this way, these 
abandoned kids have a chance to survive. But on the other, 
knowing about this option can encourage some women to do 
with much less hesitation. Even those that otherwise wouldn’t 
dare to go through with it. 

After many years have gone by, they do meet again. How 
did you develop this relationship between a mother and a 
son she left behind? Often, they feel more like siblings. 

My intention was to create a somehow atypical relationship 
between a parent and a child. She vaguely remembers how she 
left him and growing up, he almost never saw her. They are both 



complete strangers to each other, but as our story unfolds, their 
relationship finally starts developing. They both start having 
feelings for one another but because of those sudden emotions, 
my protagonist looses his unique ability. The very same one his 
mother desperately needs and wants to keep exploiting for her 
own gain. For me, this is the real culmination of their relationship. 
And a very emotional one. 

The mother, Oxana doesn’t really know what it means to 
have and to love a son, so they don’t really have what you could 
call a “normal” connection. The whole concept of being a mother 
is just completely alien to her. What she does and how she 
behaves might seem inappropriate at times, but for her it’s the 
only way to manifest love and tenderness towards Denis. 

You used to shoot documentaries before you moved 
onto features. Does it influence your filmmaking 
style even now?

I haven’t abandoned documentaries for good. For four years 
now, I have been shooting a documentary about Russian police. 
The film is not finished yet, but it’s a massive fresco depicting 
the current social reality and corruption in Russia. It’s a very 
complicated body of work. While working on this film, I started 
to feel that I would like to analyse the time we live in also in a 
fictional form. 

Also because I am sure that this period will ultimately go 
down in history as the time when it was ok to steal. 

I don’t think that corruption is an eternal problem that 
exists in all countries all the time. I think that it exists only in 
those places where people allow for it to exist – because of their 
morality or the lack thereof. In today’s Russia, a school teacher  
doesn’t feel ashamed when she is extorting money from the 
parents of a small child. And a doctor is not ashamed to extort 
money before saving a life. We are all “jumpmen” just like Denis. 
We can easily lie, steal, betray and destroy the most important 
social norms – all with a smile on our faces. This is what my film 



is about, and my documentary work pushed me to explore this 
concept even deeper. 

You said once that you are not interested in cinema as 
entertainment, but as an artistic statement. Is that still the 
case?

Of course it is. This is why Jumpman is not pure genre 
entertainment. Through using some references to comic books 
and certain superheroes like Batman, Superman or even Birdman,  
I want to speak about very serious and disturbing things. 

Denis is a bit of an anti-superhero. Superheroes in comic 
books always have these supernatural powers and they are using 
them to fight against some struggles they are facing. But the 
tragedy of Denis lies in the fact that unlike them, he isn’t really 
able to change anything. Despite his “supernatural” powers, he 
can’t even leave a mark on the world that surrounds him. The 
deeper he dives into it, the more he finds out about it, the weaker 
he becomes and starts to lose the one thing that made him so 
special in other people’s eyes. In the end, he loses his ability to 
become a superhero.






